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Exploring Rights
Go deeper on National Child Day and use the activities in this 
section to explore the topic of children’s rights further.

ACTIVITY:

Rights Web
Ages 4+ — Time: 30–40 min
Preparation: Collect 1 ball of yarn. Choose an open space for this activity.

1. Introduce the activity as a fun way to visually symbolize children’s rights.

2. Have participants stand in a circle. Hand the ball of yarn to one person. They say “I have rights. (Another participant’s 
name), you have rights too.” Then they hold tight to one end of the yarn and toss the ball to the person they named. 
That participant chooses someone to throw the yarn to, repeats the statements, holds tight to the yarn and tosses 
the ball on. This process repeats until everyone is linked into the web.

3. Explain that the web they have created is a good symbol for children’s rights for a few reasons:

 > All children in the world have the same rights, just like every person in our circle holds the same yarn.

 > Our web links all of us together, just like children’s rights are linked together. Have a few participants tug at their 
string one at a time so that the tug is felt by others around the circle.

 > Let’s explore what happens when children are denied the rights they deserve. With everyone still holding their yarn, 
read the scenario below and ask the following questions: What things does the child in this story not have that they 
need? For example, the group may agree that the child is being denied the right to play and rest. Let’s pretend that 
(name a participant) represents the right to play and be active and (name another participant) represents the rights 
to rest. What will happen to our web if                       and                       drop their yarn? Instruct the two participants to 
drop their yarn. Discuss what happens.

 > Our web is strong because we are all part of it. We are all equally important to the strength of the web, just as each 
child right is equally important to the health and happiness of a child. 

 > Ask: What did you learn from this activity? Why is a web a good symbol 
for children’s rights? 

Scenario for young participants: Rehka comes from a family of 8 children. She goes to 
school each day but has to help take care of her younger brothers and sisters before 
and after school. On weekends Rehka works with her uncle in his shop to help earn 
extra money for her family. Rehka has very little time for playing with her friends or 
relaxing around her house. Rehka is 10 years old. (Right violation: article 31)

Scenario for older participants: Six months ago Jack’s parents kicked him out of the 
house for not obeying their rules. Since then Jack has been living on the streets and 
selling drugs to buy food. Jack is 14 years old. (Rights violations: articles 3, 5, 9, 19, 25, 
26, 27, 28, 32, 33, 39)

Share what you’ve learned about 
children’s rights—tell five friends about the UNCRC!


